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Article- “Is Your Smartphone Secure?” by Rex M. Lee
“Do Smartphones Violate Federal & Industry Cyber Security Standards, NDAs, & Confidentiality Laws?”
The answer is yes according to T-Mobile’s admission (see enclosed quote) that third-parties collect and
use surveillance data and sensitive user data acquired from telecommunication subscribers via app driven
connected devices such as smartphones.
The T-Mobile admission was a result of an FCC privacy complaint I filed with the FCC against T-Mobile in
July of 2015. I conducted a Samsung Galaxy Note terms of use and installed (“pre-installed/install-byupdate”) application analysis to back my privacy complaint with hard data.
Due to T-Mobile’s admission coupled with my research, I can tell you that app driven connected
technology such as smartphones do not meet federal and industry cyber security standards or critical
infrastructure service level agreement criteria.
I can state that anyone who uses app driven connected technology for official business is inadvertently
violating any nondisclosure and confidentiality agreement that that they may have with their employer.
Furthermore, any legal professional, healthcare provider, and government employee who uses app driven
connected technology for official business is inadvertently violating confidentiality laws that govern
official business pertaining to legal matters, medical purposes, and/or the handling of classified
information.
Do not take my word for it, T-Mobile confirms it:
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In July of 2015, I filed a formal consumer complaint (ticket#423849/public record) with the FCC
against T-Mobile due to personal and professional privacy concerns plus cyber security threats I
had identified after conducting the Samsung Galaxy Note (android OS) terms of use and installed
application analysis.



In November of 2015, my formal FCC complaint produced an astonishing admission from T-Mobile
that app driven connected smartphones are not private forms of telecommunications or mobile
computing:
“We, too, remember a time before smartphones when it was reasonable to conclude that when
you activated service with T-Mobile that only T-Mobile would have access to our personal
information. However, with the Samsung Galaxy Note, the iPhone, and many other devices,
there are indeed a variety of parties that may collect and use information.” — T-Mobile Privacy
Team (November 6th, 2015/FCC Consumer Complaint #423849 Filed By Rex M. Lee/Public
Record).

If you read the quote carefully, T-Mobile implies that due to the invention of the smartphone, privacy and
cyber security should not be expected by the user.
My research shows that important legalese that supports the lawful acquisition of connected product
user data is hidden from the product owner and/or authorized device user (employees, spouse,
children, etc.).
The legalese includes installed application permission statements and app product warnings that are not
transparent to the connected product user. In fact installed app permissions are not published in
product or services terms of use.
Below is an example of a real installed android application permission statement:
Figure 1- Hidden installed android Application Permission Statement and Product Warning (Galaxy Note
screen shot). The permission below is attached to installed apps such as the Google Services Frameworks
app:

Due to hidden app permissions and after spending months doing the analysis, I can only conclude that
companies such as Apple, Google, and Microsoft are not being transparent with the T-Mobile
telecommunication subscriber when it comes to the “connected product business model”.
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For example, what was very troubling was the fact that my T-Mobile agreement implied that my
identification would remain anonymous to third-parties since they use the term “de-identified” when
referencing the telecommunication product user within the T-Mobile privacy policy. This may be true for
T-Mobile, but android app permissions tell another story.
Installed android (Google) app permissions contradict the T-Mobile statement that the user remains
anonymous. The personal profile app permission statement is clear when it comes to the identity of the
product user.
The app permission clearly states that the user can be identified by the apps that contain the personal
profile app permission. See the example below:
Figure 2- Installed Personal Profile android App Permission Statement

My research shows that these companies (Google, Apple, & Microsoft) are actually using surveillance and
sensitive user data for predictive technology and artificial intelligence (“AI”) so that the user can have a
better product experience or at least that is what companies such as Google state.
However, T-Mobile states that third-parties are collecting and using surveillance and sensitive user data.
The question is, how are third-parties using, sharing, selling, purchasing, and aggregating the surveillance
and sensitive user data?
Since I do consulting work for a defense contractor and work within critical infrastructure (utility, public
safety, oil & gas), it would have been nice for T-Mobile to have explained to me that smartphones are not
private prior to me making a product purchase.
It would also be nice if TV ads promoting app driven telecom products also explained that smartphones
are not private then I would not have bought the intrusive and exploitive product in the first place.
I believe people who use smartphones for confidential communications and computing really do not
understand how smartphones work nor do they understand the connected product business model.
After all I did not understand how smartphones really worked nor did I understand the app driven
connected product business model until I conducted the Samsung Galaxy Note terms of use and installed
app analysis.
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Samsung Galaxy Note Smartphone Terms of Use and Installed App Analysis
While doing consulting work for Space Data Corporation (U.S. defense contractor), I had concerns that
third-parties were using the installed apps that supported the Galaxy Note to conduct surveillance on me
while collecting surveillance and sensitive user data.
In November of 2014, I conducted a Samsung Galaxy Note terms of use and installed app analysis to back
my privacy concerns with hard data.
The terms of use included product terms and conditions (“T&Cs”), privacy policies, end user licensing
agreements (“EULAs”), installed application permission statements, installed application product
warnings, and installed interactive application permissions (see enclosed BAIDU example).
Note that the installed app permissions, app product warnings, and interactive app permissions were not
published in the product terms of use but were hidden in the OS of the device.
I identified over 15 multinational entities that were responsible for the development of the Installed apps
& content. Many of the apps developed by the multinational entities were governed by app permissions
enabling the entities to lawfully conduct surveillance on the product user while the entities data mined
connected product user data from the user’s smartphone.
Over 275 installed apps supported the Galaxy Note. Each app is supported by an end user licensing
agreement (“EULA”) that consisted of 1 to 12 or more pages of legalese. It took me nearly 4 months to
research the apps, EULAs, and the terms of use from each company that supported the device. In other
words, it took me nearly 4 months to read my cellular phone contract.
The Terms of Use do not fully explain how all third-parties use, share, sell, purchase, and aggregate
surveillance data and sensitive user data.
The apps were even more difficult than the terms of use to analyze since there were over 275 installed
apps that supported the Galaxy Note.
I classified the android OS as “predatory” since it is designed to give full control to Google while not
allowing the product owner the ability to uninstall any of the installed apps or content. I found that most
of the intrusive apps could not be controlled nor disabled.
I broke the installed apps out into subsets plus identified intrusive apps as predatory, surveillance, control,
and intrusive syncing apps pending the capabilities programed to the app. Some apps were programmed
with all intrusive capabilities.
Apps with predatory capabilities are designed to enable third-parties to collect sensitive user data
(detailed content).
Apps with surveillance capabilities are programmed to enable third-parties the ability to monitor and track
the connected product user while enabling the third-party to collect the surveillance data produced by
the product user.
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Apps with control capabilities are programmed to give third-parties full control of the device plus enable
intrusive capabilities to run as soon as the device is powered on. Apps with control capabilities can even
overwrite other apps while collecting data from other apps. See example below:
Figure 3- Installed android Control App Permission

Apps with control capabilities also enable the device to connect to the internet by multiple wireless
connectivity (LTE, Wi-Fi, NFC, etc.). This meant that data, files, messages, and other information can be
imported and exported by multiple methods without user knowledge or consent.
Figure 4- Installed android Control App Permissions

Intrusive syncing capabilities enabled third-parties to conduct multisource data mining. This meant that
the smartphone had the ability to hack information from multiple connected sources (tablets, home
assistants, PCs, TVs, vehicles, wearable tech, etc.) owned by the product user.
In other words, connected products are programmed to hack information from any source the intrusive
product can connect to or sync with (see enclosed example figure 6).
Apps that included predatory and surveillance capabilities included every day usage apps such as the
contact app, Samsung keyboard app, email app, gallery (photo) app, messaging (text) app, music app,
phone (make calls) app, video app, plus other apps that support basic functionality.
After I conducted the Galaxy Note analysis I had identified numerous privacy concerns, cyber security
threats, and potential deceptive trade violations I had escalated to T-Mobile, Samsung, and the FCC.
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The amount of surveillance data and sensitive user data being collected from app driven smartphones is
staggering.
For example:


Predatory apps enable third-parties to collect and use personal ID (personal contact info), contact
data (address book), calendar data, text messages, email attachments, photos, videos, key-logging
data, touch screen activity, and other highly sensitive information.

Figure 5- Predatory app permissions (screen shots of actual android app permissions- Galaxy Note):



Some predatory apps are programmed to sync to other connected products and services owned
by the device user. Again, this allows third-parties to data mine connected product user data
from multiple sources without the user’s consent or knowledge.

Figure 6- Syncing android App Permissions



Surveillance apps enable third-parties to use hardware such as the camera and microphone to
take pictures plus record audio and video without user consent or knowledge.

Figure 7- Surveillance Hardware android App Permissions
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Surveillance apps also enable third-parties to collect and use motion data (physical activity),
health and fitness data, location data, geofence data, and even auto telematics such as your car’s
speed.

Figure 8- Surveillance App Permissions



Some predatory apps can bypass locks and passcodes. Other predatory apps keep the
device from sleeping so the data mining is taking place 24x7/365 as long as there is power to
the device.

Figure 9- Additional Control android App Permissions



Some predatory and surveillance apps are programmed to run immediately when the device
is powered on without giving the device user the ability to opt out of any exploitive data
mining business practices even though the user may be the paying customer.



Some apps are programmed to make sure that the product owner and/or device user never
has full control over the product and installed apps & content ensuring that third-parties
remain in full control of the products and services.
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Figure 10- BAIDU Interactive Application Permission Command String (National Security Risk) and/or
interactive app permission:



Some predatory app permissions are nebulous such as the BAIDU app permission that implies
Google is enabling BAIDU to access location services via the Email 4.2 application.



I highlighted this nebulous app permission as a national security threat and escalated the
finding to all parties concerned which included the FCC and the DHS.
o To date T-Mobile, Google, Samsung, the FCC and the DHS has not responded to this
finding.



This finding implies that Google is enabling entities from countries such as China to monitor,
track, and data mine U.S. citizens (including children) via app driven telecommunication
devices such as Smartphones supported by protected (due process/4th amendment) telecom
infrastructure (Wi-Fi to wireline/licensed spectrum) governed by the FCC.

In all there were over 100 predatory, surveillance, control, and intrusive syncing app permissions that
supported each of the over 275 installed apps that were pre-loaded into the Galaxy Note smartphone.
Many of the app permissions contained app product warnings which are not published in the product
terms of use.
Per my research coupled with the T-Mobile admission, it is obvious that app driven connected products
should not be used in an environment that requires confidentiality governed by industry and federal cyber
security standards, NDAs, SLAs, and confidentiality laws.
Unanswered Questions- I added notes explaining each unanswered questions. These notes were not
published with the original article. The explanations are highlighted in red.
To date there are many unanswered questions which T-Mobile, Google, Samsung, the FCC and FTC should
address such as:


“Why are application permission statements and application product warnings not published in
the product terms of use?”- The fact installed app permissions are not published in product terms
of use poses questions of deceptive trade practices that need to be addressed.
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“Why is the app legalese called a permission if the user cannot deny the permission?”- Product
users have no control over enabling or disabling individual permissions. This lack of control forces
users to participate in a highly exploitive data mining business model.



“How can a product user heed an application product warning if the warning is not transparent to
the product user?”- Many installed app permissions I analyzed contained nontransparent app
product warnings that are not published in product or service terms of use. This practice is
tantamount to cigarette manufacturers printing the product warnings on the inside of the
package.



“Are AT&T, Verizon, Sprint, and T-Mobile telecom subscribers paying for products and services that
can bring harm to the product user which includes children under the age of 18?”- Harm can be
brought to the telecom subscriber ("paying customer") if third-parties such as Google use, share,
sell, purchase, and aggregate surveillance and sensitive user data with other third-parties that
include data brokers, employers, bank underwriters, insurance companies, business competitors,
state actors (foreign, domestic, hostile, friendly), institutions of higher learning, etc.
Paying customers have a right to know if they are paying for harmful products. Since companies
such as Google compete in many industries around the world, harm can be brought to the user
even if Google retains 100% of the information.



“How come telecom providers such as AT&T are enabling third-parties that compete in many
industries worldwide to gain access to protected telecom related information collected from
telecom subscribers (“paying AT&T customers”) via telecom devices supported by protected
telecom infrastructure governed by the FCC?”- Third-parties such as Google, Apple, & Microsoft
compete in many industries worldwide, yet are enabled to collect surveillance and sensitive user
data from smartphones and mobile PCs supported by protected (due process/4th amendment)
telecom infrastructure (Wi-Fi to wireline/licensed spectrum-wireless) governed by the FCC. In
essence multinational third-parties have found a way to wiretap home and office phones while
being able to hack surveillance and sensitive user data produced by U.S. citizens, children under
the age of 18, U.S. businesses, and government entities via app driven connected phones and
computers.



“Do our telecom providers realize that many of the third-parties that are collecting protected
telecom related information from telecom subscribers compete in many industries worldwide?”
o My point here is that companies such as Google, Apple, Microsoft, BAIDU, & Facebook
compete in many industries worldwide yet they are enabled by the FTC, FCC, and telecom
providers such as AT&T, T-Mobile, Verizon, and Sprint to collect and use telecom related
surveillance data and sensitive user data via app driven cellular telephones used by U.S.
citizens, children, business professionals, govt. officials, elected officials, and public
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o

o

servants (I know this sounds redundant- just trying to drive home a point no one is
thinking about).
Business professionals that work in industries where companies such as Google have a
business presence may be unknowingly sharing business related surveillance data plus
sensitive user data with potential business competitors whom are supporting the user’s
app driven cellular phone with predatory and surveillance technology.
How come I’m the only person who sees this obvious conflict of interest that the FCC, FTC,
CTIA, AT&T, T-Mobile, Verizon, and Sprint need to address?



“Do our telecom providers, the FCC, FTC, & DHS realize that some of the entities collecting telecom
related information from U.S. citizens via their app driven telephones (wireline/wireless) are from
countries such as China?”- My research identified an installed android app permission that implied
that BAIDU could collect location data from the installed email app (4.2- Samsung Galaxy Note).



“Not to be redundant but why are multinational corporations that compete in many industries
worldwide enabled to collect surveillance and sensitive user data from app driven telephones
(wireline/wireless), PCs, TVs, vehicles, toys, wearable tech, home assistants, climate control and
security systems, and other IoT devices which are supported by protected telecom infrastructure
governed by the FCC?”- Every credible media outlet, U.S. citizen, business professional, IT
professional, govt. official, elected official, CEO, and cyber security professional in the country
should be asking this question.



“Is information being sold or shared with entities that can bring harm to the app driven connected
product user?”- This question needs to be asked by every app driven connected product user in
the world. Per my FCC complaint (#423849/public record), T-Mobile, Samsung, & Google plus
their respective business partners refuse to address this all important question- why? As a paying
customer, I simply want to know if I am paying for telecom products (sold by T-Mobile, AT&T,
Verizon, and Sprint) that could bring harm to my wife, children, myself, or my business due to the
fact that T-Mobile has admitted that “a variety” of parties collect and use surveillance and
sensitive user data via my app driven cellular phone & mobile PC (smartphone).



“Is information being sold to data brokers, bank underwriters, insurance companies, employers,
institutions of higher learning, law enforcement, state actors (foreign, domestic, friendly, hostile),
and business competitors?”- This question needs to be answered by AT&T, Verizon, T-Mobile,
Sprint, Google, Apple, Microsoft, Samsung, plus any connected product provider who can collect
and use surveillance and sensitive user data via any telecom related product supported by
protected telecom infrastructure governed by the FCC. Paying telecom subscribers and
authorized device users (spouse, children, employees, etc.) have a legal right to know the answer
to this question. After all who wants to pay for a product that can inadvertently bring harm to the
user?
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“Can a state actor circumvent a user’s due process and/or 4th amendment rights by simply
purchasing protected telecom related information from a source such as a data broker or from a
company such as Google?”- Paying telecom subscribers and/or authorized device users should
know the answer to this all important question. Every U.S. citizen & major media outlet should
be asking this question of their telecom and connected product providers and of agencies that
include the FCC and FTC. At stake is due process, our 4th amendment right to privacy, consumer
and child exploitation, and cyber security.

Paying telecommunication subscribers have a right to know the answers to these all important questions
due to privacy concerns and cyber security threats posed by app driven connected technology.
In closing, an electronic bill of rights is needed to protect the privacy and data of businesses, governments
(local, state, and federal), and consumers who use app driven connected technology.
We know Big Brother is Watching but how many people know that “Step Big Brother” (Corporate
Surveillance) is watching?
Figure 11- Electronic Bill of Rights

For more information on the FCC privacy complaint, Department of Homeland Security Reports, and TMobile admission feel free to contact Rex M. Lee at: RLee@RMLBusinessConsulting.com
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